
Duke U STA 961: Leture 2 R. L. WolpertBrief Review of ProbabilityC� inlar, Introdution to Stohasti Proesses, pp. 1{20.EVENTS, RANDOM VARIABLES, AND SAMPLE SPACESColloquially a random variable is some quantity that depends on the outome of some ran-dom experiment (toss of a die, draw from an urn, publi opinion poll, laboratory measurement,et.); we'll need to be a little more preise. A Sample Spae is just the olletion of possible out-omes of suh an experiment; it's often denoted by the upper-ase Greek letter 
, and the possi-ble outomes themselves by lower-ase !'s. The Random Variable, a \random quantity depend-ing on the outome...", is now seen to be a funtion X : 
 ! R, for a Real-valued random vari-able, or more generally X : 
 ! S, for a random variable taking values in some \state spae"S. An event in ommon speah is something that might happen, and then again might not; inprobability theory we represent suh a thing by the set of possible outomes E � 
 for whihthe event ours. This allows us to use set notation to desribe most of the usual ombinationsof events (\A and B" beomes the intersetion A \ B, \A or B" beomes the union A [ B, \NotA" beomes the omplement A = f! 2 
 : ! =2 Ag, \At least one of fAig" beomes the ount-able union [1i=1Ai, \A implies B" beomes A � B, et.). Be areful not to onfuse OUTCOME(one of the !'s) with EVENT (subset of 
, possibly ontaining in�nitely-many outomes !).The olletion of events we will onsider is often denoted by F or a nearby letter (E , G...); thebiggest possible suh olletion would be the \power set" or set of all possible subsets of the sam-ple spae, sometimes denoted }(
) or 2
; in small problems (die, oins, et.) this works �ne,but it turns out that it's \too big" for most problems with ontinuous distributions... so F � 2
but F 6= 
. For tehnial reasons F is required to have ertain losure properties (for example,it must ontain A for eah event A 2 F) and so is what mathematiians all a \Sigma algebra"or \Borel Field"; this is often shortened simply to \Field" of events (\set of sets" would be tooonfusing!)� Sample Spae: 
 = f!g, the set of possible outomes of some random experiment;� Outome: ! 2 
, a single element of the Sample Spae;� Event: E � 
, a subset of the Sample Spae;� Field: F = fE : E � 
g, the olletion of Events we'll onsider;� Random Variable: X : 
! S, a funtion from the Sample Spae 
 to a State Spae S;� State Spae: S, a spae ontaining the possible values of a random variable| ommonhoies are the integers N, reals R, k-vetors R
k, omplex numbers C, positive reals R+, et;� Probability: P : F ! [0; 1℄, obeying rules 1{3 below;� Distribution: � : B ! [0; 1℄, where B � fA : A � Rg is the Borel sets (intervals, et.).Probabilities and DistributionsWhat is missing so-far is an assignment of Probability to those random events that \mighthappen and, then again, might not"... an assignment of a number 0 � P[A℄ � 1 to eah eventA 2 F (NOT to eah outome ! 2 
!). The assignment must satisfy some rules onsistentwith our notions of probability... for example, we must have P[A℄ � P[B℄ if A � B (for thenB ertainly ours when A does, so its probability must be no smaller); the usual de�nition of aProbability Assignment (or Measure) requires:1. For any A 2 F , 0 � P [A℄ � 1;2. P[
℄ = 1;3. For any sequene A1; A2; ::: of disjoint events, P� [Ai� =PP[Ai℄.



Duke U STA 961: Leture 2 R. L. WolpertThe usual properties of probabilities follow from these rules and some work... see me for out-side readings if this is unfamiliar or onfusing.The Distribution of a random variable X is just the assignment of probabilities to the eventsX 2 A for eah set A � S, i.e., the spei�ation of probabilities to sets of outomes of X. Forreal-valued random variables it turns out that it's enough to just speify the probabilities forevents of the form [X � t℄ (i.e., X 2 At for sets At = (�1; t℄); the funtion these de�ne isalled the umulative Distribution Funtion (or CDF) for X, usually denoted by upper-aseF (t) � P[X � t℄ = P�X 2 (�1; t℄�. If this is a ontinuous and di�erentiable funtion, itsderivative f(t) � F 0(t) is alled the probability density funtion (or pdf) for X, and X is saidto have a ontinuous distribution; if instead it's pieewise onstant, hanging only by jumps ofsize pk at the possible values xk of X, then the funtion assigning pk = f(xk) is alled the prob-ability funtion for X and X is alled Disrete.By de�nition, the probability assignment A 7! P[X 2 A℄ is the Probability Distributionof X; it's easy to show that this assignment satis�es rules 1{3 above, so it's a probability mea-sure (often denoted �X) on B, the subsets of R, telling what is the probability �X [A℄ = P[X 2 A℄that X will lie in eah subset A � S of possible values of X. For ontinuous and disrete randomvariables, respetively, the distributions are given by�X [A℄ = ZA f(x) dx or �X [A℄ = Xxi2A pi:The \same" random variable an be onstruted in lots of di�erent ways, with lots of di�er-ent sample-spaes (and even di�erent state spaes)| but the distribution �X is unique, what-ever 
 we use. In fat, for real-valued random variables we an always use the anonial prob-ability spae (R;B; �X), thinking of the \random experiment" as simply observing X, and the\possible outomes" as all real numbers x 2 R; now the probability assignment is just the dis-tribution, �X [A℄ = P[X 2 A℄. Similarly for S-valued random variables we an always use thespae 
 = S with its Borel sets B(S) and distribution �X ; in partiular, we'll see later that aStohasti Proess an be thought of simply as an S�-valued random variable for the path-spaeS� = fxt : T ! Sg of S-valued trajetories on T . Even though we won't have density funtionson in�nite-dimensional spaes like S�, this will allow us to onstrut stohasti proesses withany desired distribution simply by building probability measures on the path spae S�.
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